
Tone It Up!Foam Roer Instruional Prio

Tight muscles, short range of motion, and flexibility issues all benefit from the use of a foam roller 
 Follow along with this printout for some of the more common areas a foam roller can benefit

~ Warm up the Muscles before Foam Rolling!

~Lay the specific muscle on top of the roller -which sits perpendicular to the 
muscle belly

~ Using only body-weight, gently & slowly roll along the length of the muscle 
from one insertion point to the other, remembering to breathe slowly

~ When you come across a tender point, Hold for a count of 5 and continue to 
roll.
 ! .Repeat this process until the tender spot dissipates or 30 seconds. 
! .This will release the ‘knot’, and cause the tenderness to go away!

Hamstring ~ Roll from just above knee to just below your bum, each leg

Calves ~ Up  on your hands with your bum off the floor, roll along the length of both the 
soleus and the gastroc, from above the heel to just below the knee. 
Remember to rotate after each length to hit the sides of the calves as well



IT Band ~ Roll along the side of your quad, from just above the knee to just below hip
Cross your top leg over and bring your foot to the front to stabilize and lessen the 
weight on the roller, if necessary.

Quads ~ Laying in a plank position with your thigh on the roller, place your bodyweight onto 
the roller evenly between both of your legs, or for more advanced moves, one leg at a time.  
Balance with your elbows in the plank position and roll along the length of the muscle from 
just above the knee to just below the hip

Chest Stretch 1 ~ laying on your back with the roller along your spine & supporting your head, open 
your arms with your elbows out at your sides and at 90 degrees with your forearms. Mimicking the 
‘shoulder press’ movement from here, slowly press your hands parallel along the floor until they are 
stretched out completely before returning to the original position. Repeat 10 times.



Chest Stretch 2 ~ Remaining in the same position as in the previous chest stretch, perform a 
movement similar to making a ‘snow-angel’, extending your arms straight down to the sides of your 
legs and slowly sweep them up over head, and back down.  Repeat 10 times.

Lower Abdominal Exercise ~ In the same supported position as the chest stretch, bring 
your feet up  off the ground so that both your hip  and knees are at a 90 degree angle.  
Holding your back down to the roller, slowly lower one leg at a time and touch the floor with 
your toe.  Return that leg to 90 degrees before lowering the opposite leg.  Repeat 10-20 
times

Chest Stretch 3 ~ Still in the same position as the other chest stretches,and starting from 
the same position as Chest Stretch 1, bring your forearms together in front of you, and 
slowly  return them to the ground really  stretching out and opening the chest muscles.  
Repeat 10 times


